
Biden’s discredited “disinformation” czar actually took part in disinfo operations in
Europe to subvert democratic governments

Description

As goofy as she appears to be, there is a good reason why the Biden regime chose Nina Jankowicz to
head up the new ‘Ministry of Truth’ — and why it is being put in the Department of Homeland Security.

The bottom line up front is this: Jankowicz is an expert in disinformation — not spotting it, per se, but
rather creating it and then using it to subvert the democratic processes in Western governments.

An extensive report from Revolver News exposing Jankowicz’s role in these operations, which have
been in place since at least 2015, noted her recent claim that there is no “deep state” was part of her
modus operandi — that is, she lies for a living.

“Talking about the deep state and things like that which is a thread among conspiracy communities
here in the United States, that there is this secret cabal here in Washington working to undermine the
American people couldn’t be further from the truth, as someone who works with and around these
public servants every day,” she said in a video clip posted to social media.

There is no deep state. Nina says so. pic.twitter.com/WY7h7SKhWW

— Maze (@mazemoore) May 2, 2022

That settles it then, right? Nina, the new head of the “Disinformation Governance Board,” said so.

Hardly, as Revolver News reports:
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https://www.revolver.news/2022/05/biden-minster-of-truth-nina-jankowicz-and-the-secret-nato-funded-cabal-to-subvert-western-democracies-using-disinformation-as-cover/
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https://twitter.com/mazemoore/status/1521208543726260225?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


In fact, Nina does know the truth, and it’s the opposite of what she claims above. Nina’s name 
appeared in one of the most explosive and aggressively censored national security leaks of the 
century. The leak in question exposed the “Integrity Initiative,” a dark government-funded NGO that 
appears to have engaged in political meddling and covert influence operations in Western countries 
under the guise of fighting “disinformation.”

Founded in mid-2015 under the auspices of the U.K. government-funded NGO “Institute for Statecraft,” 
the Integrity Initiative boasted a precociously fashionable motto: “Defending Democracy Against 
Disinformation.”

The report went on to note that the initiative claimed that it “defended democracy” through the
recruitment of secret “clusters” of national security bureaucrats, academics, think tank types and
lobbyists in several European countries.  The clusters would then get to work allegedly addressing
nation-specific threats of so-called “Russian disinformation.” It also noted that the Integrity Initiative got
funding from NATO.

“In its organization, funding, operation, structure, and rhetoric the Integrity Initiative is the single best
template for understanding how the entire hornets’ nest of NGOs, journalists, and ‘national security’
bureaucrats work secretly and in concert to wage psychological warfare against citizens of the West,”
Revolver News noted, explaining the function of the organization.

“One cannot understand how the Disinformation Industry functions without understanding the little-
known (and now defunct) Integrity Initiative,” the report added.

Revolver News went on to note that while the initiative has been disbanded, hackers leaked a massive
trove of documents exposing its diabolical nature.

Moving on, the report said that Jankowicz’s name appears in a 2018 leak as a member of the “inner
core” of the Integrity Initiative’s U.K. Cluster, and specifically in a subgroup that focused on Russia.

Her name appears in the same hacked document alongside that of far-left The Atlantic writer Anne
Applebaum, who recently refused to comment on why she and other ‘mainstream’ journalists engaged
in a coordinated cover-up of the damning information found on Hunter Biden’s laptop.

WATCH The Atlantic’s @anneapplebaum refuse to answer @RealDSchmidt‘s?? question
about Hunter Biden’s laptop during @UChicago’s “Disinformation and the Erosion of
Democracy” conference! pic.twitter.com/1OgXBBiiI0

— The Chicago Thinker (@ThinkerChicago) April 6, 2022

After outing Jankowicz and the operation she was involved with, Revolver News went on to make a
couple of important points about the initiative.

“First, we note the sinister irony that the NATO-funded Integrity Initiative, whose ostensible purpose is
to ‘Defend Democracy Against Disinformation,’ was caught red-handed conducting a secretive
influence operation to meddle in the internal politics of Spain, a democratic NATO member,” the site
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noted.

“Second, we note how crucial — indeed, indispensable — the social media platform Twitter was to the
influence operations in question. It is precisely the importance of Twitter as a theater for U.S., U.K.,
and NATO backed psychological influence operations that informed our analysis of Elon Musk’s 
attempt to purchase the platform,” the site continued.

The site’s report went on to point out that it was not hyperbole or exaggeration to describe Musk’s
threat to bring free speech and transparency to the platform as a “declaration of war” against the global
deep state regime. As the initiative’s use of the platform reveals, Twitter is a valuable tool for the U.S.-
aligned intelligence agencies to use for influence operations because it is literally friendly ground, and
that far outweighs its nominal value as a technology company.

Two more points on this front:

— On Wednesday, the regime decided to shelve the phony “Disinformation Governance Board” that it
was going to use for domestic influence operations because of the public outcry. Also, Jankowicz is 
reportedly resigning, according to the Washington Post, meaning she (and the impetus behind the
board she was to lead) are likely going to be retasked elsewhere, so we will keep an eye on where she
lands.

— Musk is aware they are coming for him, though for now, he remains undaunted in his bid to buy
Twitter. After revealing that some 20 percent (or more) of the accounts on the platform are bot
accounts used for disinformation and to drive narratives, he claimed — on Twitter — that the deep 
state was set to move against him, which he framed as just a political attack.

“In the past, I voted Democrat because they were (mostly) the kindness party. But they have become
the party of division & hate, so I can no longer support them and will vote Republican. Now, watch their
dirty tricks campaign against me unfold,” he tweeted after noting, cryptically, earlier in the day: “Political
attacks on me will escalate dramatically in coming months.”

These people are evil and they are trying to enslave the planet.

Sources include:

USAFeatures.news

PatriotsForAmerica.news

Revolver.news
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